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Stress map for ion irradiation: Depth-resolved dynamic competition
between radiation-induced viscoelastic phenomena in SiO 2

T. van Dillen, M. Y. S. Siem, and A. Polmana)

FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, NL-1098 SJ Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

(Received 5 January 2004; accepted 21 May 2004)

The dynamic competition between structural transformation, Newtonian viscous flow, and
anisotropic strain generation during ion irradiation of SiO2, leads to strongly depth-dependent
evolution of the mechanical stress, ranging between compressive and tensile. From independentin
situ stress measurements during irradiation, generic expressions are derived of the nuclear stopping
dependence of both the structural transformation rate and the radiation-induced viscosity. Using
these data we introduce and demonstrate the concept of a “stress map” that predicts the
depth-resolved saturation stress in SiO2 for any irradiation up to several MeV. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1773927]
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Ion irradiation is a widely used technique to modify
structure and composition of thin film materials. It is the
doping technology in integrated circuit manufacturing an
used to locally modify and tailor optical, magnetic, or m
chanical properties of a wide range of materials. Over
past years, ion irradiation has enabled a large numb
important fundamental and technological innovations.

Ion irradiation can induce large changes in the mech
cal stress state of a material. Surprisingly, this effect has
been marginally studied.1–3 However, mechanical stress
known to affect important parameters such as thin film
bility, impurity diffusion, optical birefringence, and ma
other properties. Ion irradiation of amorphous SiO2 causes
reduction in the mean Si–O–Si bridging bond angle, lea
to a new structural state with a higher equilibrium dens4

This leads to the buildup of a tensile stress if the irradi
film is constrained on a substrate. Second, stress relax
by ion irradiation-induced Newtonian viscous flow occur3,5

and third, the relaxation of shear stresses that are bro
about by the expansion of the highly anisotropic ion-indu
thermal spike, causes anisotropic strain that freezes in a
thermal spike cools down.6 This results in the buildup of
compressive stress if the film is constrained on a subst

In the past we have developed a qualitative mode
describe the stress evolution in SiO2 during ion irradiation
taking into account the interplay between these three
irradiation-induced processes. Even though this mode
pears successful,3 it is only a rough approximation and
applicability is limited, since it does not take into account
depth dependence of each of the radiation-induced effe
the film. However, each of the three effects strongly dep
on either the nuclear or electronic energy loss(stopping),
which are both highly depth dependent.

In this letter we evaluate the depth dependence o
local stress in SiO2 due to the depth-dependent stopping.
demonstrate that the local stress shows variations with d
as large as several hundred MPa, even ranging between
pressive and tensile. Using this model it now becomes
sible to construct a “stress map” that can be used to pr
the local saturation stress in SiO2 for any ion/energy comb
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nation. In our analysis we limit ourselves to ion energie
to a few MeV, where electronic stopping effects on den
cation and flow are negligible.

As a starting point we use the solution of a differen
equation that describes the interplay between the thre
irradiation-induced processes3,7 and gives the stress as
function of ion fluence:

ssfd = YoxFs− «1 + «sat− Cd · expS−
Yox

6hrad
fD

+ C expS−
f

fs
D − «satG , s1d

where C=6hrads«2−«1d / s6hrad−Yoxfsd and «sat

=−6Ahrad/Yox with Yox the biaxial stress state modulus
SiO2. Here, we have assumed a damage overlap mod
structural transformation, where the in-plane strain evo
exponentially from«1 to «2 with a characteristic fluencefs,
Newtonian viscous flow with a radiation-induced visco
hrad and anisotropic strain generation at a constant rateA.

Next, we take into account the stopping dependenc
the parametersfs, hrad, and A in SiO2. Experiments b
Devineet al. have shown that structural transformations
cur at a characteristic fluence:fs=kFn

−l, with Fn the nuclea
stopping.4 Our previous measurements have shown tha
radiation-induced viscosity decreases withFn as: hrad
=aFn

−d.3 Benyagoub and others have shown that the a
tropic strain generation rateA increases linearly with ele
tronic stoppingsFed above a threshold:8 A=c3 sFe−Fthd,
with c=3.38310−17 cm23nm/keV. Using these paramete
Fth=0.6 keV/nm, and Eq.(1) we can now calculate the fl
ence dependence of the local stress at each depthz, with the
depth-dependent stoppingFeszd andFnszd as input.

Figure 1(a) showsFeszd andFnszd for 2 MeV Ar irradia-
tion of a SiO2 film on Si calculated usingSRIM, a Monte
Carlo simulation program. Fig. 2(a) shows the correspondi
local stress as a function of Ar ion fluence for three diffe
depths, calculated using Eq.(1) and characteristic paramet
as will be discussed later on. The solid line in Fig. 2(a)
represents the local stress at the surface of the filmsz=0d.
The initial stress, before irradiation, is taken to be comp

sive at the experimental value of 260 MPa. It is due to the
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difference in thermal contraction between the SiO2 film and
the Si substrate upon cooling down the substrate to r
temperature after thermal oxidation at 1050 °C.3 Upon irra-
diation the near-surface stress first changes from com
sive to tensile. This is due to the structural changes
compact the silica network. After a maximum tensile stre
reached, the stress relaxes due to Newtonian viscous
Ultimately, a compressive saturation stress as high
270 MPa is reached. This saturation stress is a result
dynamic competition between compressive anisotropic s
generation(with strain rateA) and stress relaxation due
Newtonian viscous flow(with viscosityhradd and amounts t
6Ahrad [the high-fluence limit of Eq.(1)]. The large satura
tion stress near the surface results from the high anisot
strain rate due to the high electronic stopping(high incoming
ion energy), and the high viscosity due to the relatively sm
nuclear stopping[see Fig. 1(a)].

An entirely different behavior is observed deeper in
film, at z=1500 nm[dashed curve in Fig. 2(a)]. At this depth
the electronic stopping is below the threshold for anisotr
strain generation and the high-fluence limit of Eq.(1) is zero.
Stress relaxation at this depth occurs slightly faster tha
the surface due to the higher nuclear stopping. Figure(a)
also shows the stress evolution at the end-of-range o
ions (z=2100 nm, dotted line) where the nuclear stopping
small and structural changes and radiation-induced
therefore occur at a slower rate, as is observed in the c
lation.

From Fig. 2(a) we can immediately conclude that a
fixed fluence the local stress is strongly dependent on
depth in the irradiated film. For example, at a fluence o
31014 Ar/cm2, the surface stress is highly compress
s200 MPad while at the end-of-range the stress is highly
sile s−600 MPad. Such giant stress inhomogeneities in t
films under ion irradiation have never been considered
further illustrate the depth dependence of the stress, Fig(b)
plots the local stress as a function of depth for 2 MeV

14 2

FIG. 1. (a) Electronic and nuclear stopping as a function of the depth
2 MeV Ar irradiation of SiO2. The threshold stopping for anisotropic str
generationsFe=0.6 keV/nmd and the corresponding depths1200 nmd are
indicated by the dashed lines;(b) local stress as a function of depth
2 MeV Ar (731014 Ar/cm2, solid line) and 2 MeV Xe(131014 Xe/cm2,
dashed line) irradiation of SiO2.
irradiation at a fluence of 7310 ions/cm (solid line). A
-
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high compressive stress is seen just below the surfac
stress then decreases with depth and finally vanish
1200 nm. The latter is the depth at which the electronic s
ping is below the threshold for anisotropic strain genera
[see dashed lines in Fig. 1(a)]. At the end-of-range of th
ions, around 2100 nm, a narrow tensile stress region i
served, as explained above.

Figure 2(b) shows a measurement(solid line) of the in-
tegrated in-plane stressS as a function of the ion fluen
during 2 MeV Ar irradiation of a 2.5mm thick thermally
grown SiO2 film on a 150mm thick Si(100) substrate at
temperature of 115 K. These data were taken using anin situ
wafer curvature technique2 that probes the integrated str
rather than the local stress in the film. Since our model
vides the local stress at each depth, we can calculat
depth-integrated stress at any fluence. This calculation is
shown in Fig. 2(b) (dashed line). As can be seen, the calc
lation corresponds closely with the measurement.

In fitting our model we have optimized the functio
fs=kFn

−l and hrad=aFn
−d to obtain good agreement f

three independent measurements of the integrated stres
function of fluence(1 MeV Ne, 2 MeV Ar, and 2 MeV Xe)
using an iteration procedure. Note that the three irradiat
with very different ion masses, lead to entirely differ
depth profiles ofFe and Fn. These three different measu
ments were all fitted using the same set of input funct
for fs and hrad:fssions/cm2d=1.4631013 Fn

−0.55 and
hradsPa ion/cm2d=1.7931023 Fn

−0.83, with Fn in units of
keV/nm. Exponents smaller than unity have been obse
by Griscomet al.,9 and may point to defect reactions dur
ion irradiation.

As an illustration of how these generic expressions
sistently describe entirely different experiments, we sho
the inset of Fig. 2(b) a measurement of the integrated st

FIG. 2. (a) Local stress as a function of fluence, calculated using Eq.(1), for
2 MeV Ar irradiation of SiO2 at three different depths indicated in the
ure; (b) in situ measurement of the integrated stressS as a function of ion
fluence during 2 MeV Ar irradiation of SiO2 at 115 K (solid line). The
dashed line represents a calculation of the local stress model by integ
Eq. (1). The inset in(b) shows anin situ measurement of the integra
stress(in N/m) in a SiO2 film as a function of ion fluence during 2 MeV X
irradiation at 115 K (solid line). The fluence ranges from 0 to
31014 Xe/cm2. A calculation by the local stress model using integratio
Eq. (1) is also included(dashed line).
as a function of fluence during 2 MeV Xe irradiation of a
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SiO2 film on Si performed at 115 K(solid line). The stres
curve exhibits a totally different behavior than for 2 MeV
irradiation; the most striking difference is the apparent h
fluence saturation stress that is now tensile. Nevertheles
calculation[dashed line in the inset of Fig. 2(b)] performed
using the same set of input functions as used for the c
lation of the 2 MeV Ar irradiation shows very good agr
ment with the measurement.

This analysis now provides a consistent explanation
the tensile saturation stress that had remained controv
and unexplained to date. This tensile stress now natu
follows from our model as can be seen in Fig. 1(b), which
shows the local stress as a function of depth for 2 MeV
irradiation at a fluence of 131014 Xe/cm2 (dashed line).
Clearly, the large ion straggle for Xe leads to a broad te
contribution at the end-of-range, thus leading to a te
integrated stress.

Finally, by analogy of the deformation mechanism m
that predicts stress–strain-temperature behavior for mate
we introduce the new concept of a “stress map” for ion
diation. Since the anisotropic strain generation rateA de-
pends on the electronic stoppingFe, and the radiation
induced viscosityhrad on the nuclear stoppingFn, the
saturation stressssat=6Ahrad can be calculated for any irr
diation condition. These data can be plotted on a stress
in which iso-saturation stress contours are plotted versuFe
andFn, as is shown in Fig. 3. ForFe below 0.6 keV/nm th

FIG. 3. (Color) Stress map of SiO2 at 115 K under ion irradiation. Plotte
are iso-stress curves of the high-fluence saturation stresssSAT=6Ahrad (val-
ues indicated in units of MPa) as a function of the electronic stoppingFe and
the nuclear stoppingFn. The near-surface saturation stresssz=0 nmd for
2 MeV Ar and 2 MeV Xe irradiation is also shown(closed circles).
saturation stress vanishes. It can immediately be seen that
e

-

al
y

s,

p

high electronic energy loss and a small nuclear energy
results in a high local saturation stress. In contrast, a s
value of the saturation stress occurs in regions whereFn is
high andFe small.

For comparison, the solid dots in Fig. 3 indicate
calculated near-surface saturation stress for 2 MeV Ar
2 MeV Xe irradiations, taken from Fig. 1(b). The 2 MeV Ar
irradiation results in a much higher saturation st
s,270 MPad than the 2 MeV Xe irradiations,20 MPad due
to the smaller nuclear stopping. Using the stress ma
Fig. 3 we can now predict the final saturation stress in S2
for any irradiation condition(energy, ion) at 115 K up to
several MeV. Since the temperature dependence of bo
anisotropic strain generation rateA and the radiation-induce
viscosity hrad are known,7 stress maps for SiO2 at other
temperatures can also be made. Finally, sincehrad and
A have been determined for other materials as well,10–12

stress maps for these materials may also be constructe
In conclusion, we have calculated the depth-depen

mechanical stress induced by the interplay between de
cation by structural transformation, Newtonian viscous fl
and anisotropic strain generation in a constrained SiO2 film,
by taking into account the electronic and nuclear stop
dependence of these processes. Throughout the dept
local stress shows variations as large as several hu
MPa, ranging between compressive and tensile. Finally
have constructed a stress map that can predict the final
ration stress in SiO2 at any depth in the film for any irradi
tion condition up to several MeV.
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